Hepatotoxicity: a scheme for generating chemical categories for read-across, structural alerts and insights into mechanism(s) of action.
The ability of a compound to cause adverse effects to the liver is one of the most common reasons for drug development failures and the withdrawal of drugs from the market. Such adverse effects can vary tremendously in severity, leading to an array of possible drug-induced liver injuries (DILIs). As a result, it is not surprising that drug development has evolved into a complex and multifaceted process including methods aiming to identify potential liver toxicities. Unfortunately, hepatotoxicity remains one of the most complex and poorly understood areas of human toxicity; thus it is a significant challenge to identify potential hepatotoxins. The performance of existing methods to identify hepatotoxicity requires improvement. The current study details a scheme for generating chemical categories and the development of structural alerts able to identify potential hepatotoxins. The study utilized a diverse 951-compound dataset and used structural similarity methods to produce a number of structurally restricted categories. From these categories, 16 structural alerts associated with observed human hepatotoxicity were developed. Furthermore, the mechanism(s) by which these compounds cause hepatotoxicity were investigated and a mechanistic rationale was proposed, where possible, to yield mechanistically supported structural alerts. Alerts of this nature have the potential to be used in the screening of compounds to highlight potential hepatotoxicity, whilst the chemical categories themselves are important in applying read-across approaches. The scheme presented in this study also has the potential to act as a knowledge generator serving as an excellent starting platform from which to conduct additional toxicological studies.